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Everything you need to know 
to ensure your emails 

consistently hit the inbox.

Deliverability can make or break your email strategy - it 
dictates whether your customers see your emails or not. In 

this guide, we’re diving deeper to give you the full 
breakdown on deliverability, and how you can ensure 

emails hit inboxes long term. Email deliverability can be an 
ominous subject — that’s about to change. 
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What Is Deliverability?
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Email deliverability is essentially whether your emails are 
landing in subscribers’ inboxes. To have good deliverability, 
you need to have a good sender reputation. 

What is a Sender Reputation?

This is what internet service providers (ISPs) like Gmail and 
Outlook keep track of overtime to decide whether they’ll 
filter your emails to the inbox or spam. Think of it like a 
graded track record of your email behaviour: if you 
consistently get As, your emails will hit inbox. If you get 
subpar grades like Bs or worse, your deliverability will 
fluctuate and it will become harder to earn an A+ reputation, 
lowering the chances of your emails continuously hitting 
inboxes.

How is Sender Reputation determined?

ISPs tie your reputation to your domain and the IP your email 
goes out on, with most consideration placed on your domain 
reputation: 
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Domains & Subdomains

A domain is a unique identifier of your website (for example, 
www.hive.co). ISPs mainly take into consideration the sending 
history of your domain when determining your sender health, 
as this is the most accurate and holistic track record that is 
unique to each sender. 

When using an ESP, your emails are sent over shared 
domains (i.e. @mail.hive.co) that already have a reputation 
built, until you set up a custom domain. Many brands are 
quick to set up custom domains since it lets them choose the 
sender email their subscribers see. When choosing a custom 
domain, it's highly recommended that you set up a 
subdomain if this is an option on your ESP.

Subdomains mitigate the risk of ruining the reputation of 
your root domain - an irreparable act. A subdomain is a 
subsection of your root domain. You can think of a 
subdomain as anything that comes immediately after the @ 
symbol as illustrated below. 

 

cynthia@mail.hive.co
anything before the @ subdomain domain
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Each subdomain you use gives you a separate reputation. It’s 
important to isolate different types of emails on different 
subdomains, especially if your brand sends a high volume of 
email. This eliminates the risk of an email mistake getting 
your main domain blacklisted by ISPs, and ensures that the 
deliverability of your marketing emails (promotions, new 
releases, etc. that typically get lower engagement) don’t 
hinder that of your transactional emails (think: order receipts, 
shipping notifications, password resets). 

Because ISPs view each subdomain separately, it’s important 
to properly warm up and maintain each one to optimize for 
long term deliverability. 

IPs: Shared & Dedicated

IP addresses are what your emails are sent over. Every ESP 
has a set of shared IPs your emails are sent on, unless you 
choose to have your own dedicated IPs. Each IP address is 
scored individually by ISPs based on the quality of emails that 
have been sent over the IP in the past. 

Shared IPs 

A shared IP is an IP that your ESP manages in the backend to 
ensure good deliverability. 

Every ESP has a shared IP pool that emails are sent over. 
ESPs are responsible for the technical infrastructure and 

Every subdomain has a separate reputation.Every subdomain has a separate reputation.“
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Every ESP has a shared IP pool that emails are sent over. 
ESPs are responsible for the technical infrastructure and 
maintenance required to ensure emails are delivered 
smoothly on these IPs, from setting up feedback loops with 
ISPs to maintaining the sending volume necessary to keep IPs 
healthy. 

For most email senders, it’s best to use shared IPs as long as 
the ESP you work with takes proper care of their shared IP 
pool and screens out bad senders. A good ESP will delegate 
your email sends over various IPs based on subscriber 
engagement, in order to healthily build the reputation of 
your domain. By separating out emails of your highest and 
lowest engaged subscribers across IPs, the risk of your bad 
subscribers affecting the deliverability to your good ones is 
lowered. The key to ensuring your emails are sent over the 
best IPs is to make sure your subscribers are actively 
engaged. 

Dedicated IPs

A dedicated IP is an IP that you’re responsible for managing 
to ensure good deliverability.

Dedicated IPs are only essential for high volume email 
senders, as it allows the health of these IPs to be isolated to a 
specific domain (no other senders will affect your 
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deliverability if you use dedicated IPs). However, switching 
brings on a slew of additional tasks that most email senders 
can’t keep up with and frankly shouldn’t need to. 

Often, email senders switch to dedicated IPs as a quick way 
to resolve deliverability issues without realizing what it takes 
to maintain the health of these dedicated IPs, resulting in 
poor deliverability once again. 

When considering the switch to dedicated IPs, make sure 
you’re able to maintain the following: 

Dedicated IPs are a myth, usually.Dedicated IPs are a myth, usually.

•    Isolate the reputation of 3+ dedicated IPs: You’ll want   
    to isolate the reputation of at least 3 dedicated IPs by 
    recipient engagement: (1) unknown (2) engaged and (3) 
    unengaged. Otherwise, deliverability to your engaged 
    recipients will be impacted by new/unengaged recipients 
    receiving mail over the same IP. This will let you separate 
    out marketing and transactional emails, ensuring your 
    transactional emails always hit inbox. 

•    Warm up each dedicated IP properly: Every new IP 
    needs to be slowly ramped up in sending volume, 
    meaning you must never exceed 1.5x-2x the previous 
    day’s email volume per IP. Going from sending a daily 
    campaign targeted to 100K recipients to all of a sudden  

“



•    Send +15k good emails per IP daily: You’ll need to send 
    15k to 20k messages per IP every day that subscribers are 
    engaging with, in order to keep your IPs healthy. ISPs 
    need to see consistent daily volume in order for you to 
    achieve the best deliverability.

•    Set up proper monitoring: You’ll need to have 
    automated monitoring in place to catch things like delays, 
    throttling and bounces per IP, in order to react to things 
    that will impact your deliverability. 

If you’re unsure if you can manage the tasks above, it
probably isn’t the right time for you to switch to dedicated
IPs. For many email senders, optimizing your email strategy
will always lead to better deliverability results than switching
to dedicated IPs, especially in the long-term. 

Key Takeaways Key Takeaways 
To have good deliverability, you need to build a strong sender 
reputation. This is tied to your domain and IP pairing. It’s 
best to isolate your reputation by using subdomains.
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sending to your entire list of 500K recipients will tank 
deliverability.



How to Build a Strong 
Sender Reputation
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Now that you know what your deliverability is tied to, let’s 
dive into how ISPs actually determine your sender reputation 
and inbox placement. 

As Sparkpost says, “User engagement with emails matters 
more than ever. It’s the key factor in deliverability - and your 
success”. Your sending frequency and subscriber 
engagement are the two main factors that ISPs take into 
consideration when scoring your sender reputation. To them, 
the ideal sender is one that sends a consistent volume of 
emails with high engagement, on a frequent basis. 

The key to building a strong sender reputation is having a 
holistic email strategy centered around consistently sending 
good emails your subscribers engage with. ISPs consider the 
following types of engagement as “good”, which help build 

consistent volume + high engagement + frequent basis
= strong sender reputation

consistent volume + high engagement + frequent basis
= strong sender reputation



your sender reputation:

•    Opening your emails
•    Clicking your emails
•    Replying to your emails
•    Forwarding your emails
•    Marking your emails as ‘Not Spam’
•    Moving your emails to a folder
•    Adding your sender domain to their address book

The more of these positive engagements your subscribers
continuously take, the stronger your sender reputation
becomes. In contrast, you don’t want subscribers to do the
following, as these will hurt your sender reputation: 

•    Marking your emails as spam
•    Not opening your emails
•    Not clicking your emails

Think of how you use your personal inbox every day (whether
it’s Gmail, Outlook, or another ISP). You’re reading emails,
clicking links, archiving things you don’t care about, and
marking the odd something-you-definitely-don’t-remember
subscribing-to as spam.

What you might not be thinking about is all the signals you’re
sending to your ISP. As you go through your inbox every day,
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your ISP takes note of what you open, what you don’t, and 
what you click on. They use these signals to dictate what will 
get top inbox placement for you in the future - maybe you’ve 
seen the newsletter you engage with every day move from 
Promotions to Primary, or maybe you’ve noticed those 
marketing updates from a brand you haven’t bought from in 
over a year in your spam folder.

If you start thinking of all your subscribers in this light, you’ll 
get a better idea of what you need to do to improve 
deliverability. Actively thinking about each of your subscribers’ 
inboxes incentivizes creating emails that you know your 
subscribers will engage with, and disincentivizes emailing 
inactive or poorly targeted subscribers.

How do you get subscribers to interact and engage positively 
with your emails? Here are best practices you should 
incorporate into your email strategy: 

Clean Your List
Prune out invalid and unengaged subscribers 

It’s common sense - if ISPs favor senders with consistently 
good emails that receive high engagement, you’ll only hurt 
your deliverability by continuously emailing subscribers who 
never open your emails. Cleaning your list helps protect your 
deliverability, especially in regards to the subscribers that 
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regularly open and click your emails. Bonus: knowing the 
state of the subscribers in your list will help you come up with 
an intentional strategy to re-engage inactive subscribers. 

Isolating your inactive subscribers will help you hone in on the 
best way to engage them (think, what’s the one email you can 
send that will instantly get them to open and click through). 
You’ll also want to manage list hygiene by constantly pruning 
out invalid subscribers (unsubscribes, hard bounces or spam 
complaints) as these are people you never want to email - a 
good ESP will often have this built into their product. 

Hive automatically buckets your contacts into engagement 
levels: actives, new subscribers, at-risk, inactives, and invalids, 
making it easier for you to send core campaigns to your active 
subscribers and strategically email subscribers in other levels. 
Subscriber engagement levels update in real-time based on 
how they’re engaging with your emails, giving you the most 
accurate and comprehensive view of your list. 

Worship Welcome and Winback Automations
Engage your new and unengaged subscribers strategically

The most effective way to immediately engage new signups 
and re-engage anyone who’s fallen off is with welcome and 
winback automations. These are email campaigns designed 
strategically to appeal to new and unengaged subscribers, set
to automatically trigger based on a certain action (e.g. upon 
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signup or after a user hasn’t engaged with 5+ emails). As a 
result, these emails are sent at exactly the right time with the 
relevant content necessary to engage subscribers. 

Welcome Campaign

A welcome campaign is the first email or series of emails a 
new subscriber gets, triggered upon signup. ISPs look at 
these emails to see if a subscriber wants to hear from you, 
which makes it a crucial time for good engagement. These 
subscribers just signed up to your list, which almost 
guarantees that they will open the first email you send them. 
Welcome emails are proven to be the most engaging 
promotional email with a whopping 84% average open rate, 
making them a valuable opportunity for you to establish a 
strong sender reputation. You don’t want to miss this in your 
email strategy. 

Tip: Include a double opt-in in your welcome email by placing 
a ‘Confirm Subscription’ button above the fold. Subscribers 
will likely click through, signaling to ISPs even further that 
future emails from you should land in the inbox. 

Bonus Tip: Replies are even better! Consider posing a 
question in your welcome email asking subscribers to reply 
with an answer, their preferences, or feedback. You can also 
try including a contest in your welcome series where 
subscribers reply as their entry. 
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Winback Campaign

A winback campaign is an email or series of emails sent to a 
subscriber who hasn’t engaged in a set period of time. 
Designing a relevant campaign to winback your at-risk and 
inactive subscribers will increase the chances they’ll actually 
engage. Remember, lack of engagement kills your 
deliverability, so make sure your winback email includes 
enticing content that your unengaged subscribers will actually 
click on. 

For most brands, a simple ‘We miss you’ or ‘Still want to be 
on the list?’ is relevant enough to re-engage at-risk and 
inactive subscribers. If you’re an ecommerce brand, you may 
want to include a discount code to drive higher conversion. If 
a subscriber goes through your entire winback automation 
without engaging, it may be time to prune them from your list 
and consider them invalid (or at the very least, be very 
cautious when deciding to email them again). 

Send Targeted and Relevant Emails
Segment subscribers and keep emails relevant

You should know by now that blasting your whole list is a 
recipe for disaster - especially for your deliverability. Even 
when emailing your active subscribers, you should segment 
based on interests, demographics, purchase behaviour, etc. 
This lets you design campaigns that are hyper-relevant, 
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increasing the chance that they’ll continue to engage. 
Targeted emails are shown to have 82% higher open rates 
than bulk email blasts, further proving that segmentation is a 
must in any good email strategy. 

What happens if you don’t segment? The chances that all 
your active subscribers will find the same email relevant is 
null, so continuing to send the same emails will only cause 
more and more of them to drop off. Over a period of time, 
ISPs mark you as a bad sender due to lack of engagement. 
This is what will land your emails in spam, even for engaged 
subscribers. 

Design Emails for Engagement
Optimize your design for clicks and replies

Imagine you go through all the work of building a smarter 
email strategy, yet send a poorly designed email that no one 
wants to see in their inbox. This could lead them to 
unsubscribe, stop opening your emails or worst yet, mark 
your email as spam. Designing emails for engagement is a 
critical step in keeping your relevancy in subscribers’ inboxes, 
and driving opens and clicks. We get that changing the 
design of your brand’s email templates is a hard push to get 
approved, but here are small best practises every email 

Segment your active subscribers to 
maximize engagement.

Segment your active subscribers to 
maximize engagement.
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should include: 

•    Compelling subject line: This is the one thing that has 
        the power to make your email stand out in subscribers’ 
        inboxes. Subject lines are often an afterthought, but 
        spending time testing what your audience responds to 
        best will improve your deliverability drastically in the 
        long run. Learn what subject line formula performs best 
        for you, and leverage it to maximize engagement. 

•    Placing one CTA above the fold: Placing a CTA button 
        above the fold in an email (e.g. visible right when a 
        subscriber opens the email) will drastically improve the 
        chances they click through. 

•    Use eye-catching graphics: Imagery and interactive 
        content like GIFs are shown to increase click rates by 
        73%. Balancing the content of your email between text 
        and images can go a long way in ensuring your 
        subscribers continue engaging with your emails. 

•    Use ALT text: Though your ISP can’t see what images 
        you’re using, they’ll read the ALT text to decide how 
        relevant your email is.

•    Keep emails short and concise: Emails that are too long 
        and contain too many images or links are more likely to 
        be flagged as suspicious by ISPs. Your emails should 
        always be designed with a goal in mind (typically 
        achieved when subscribers click through), and your copy 
        should be concise when convincing your subscribers to 
        achieve that goal. 
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Hive screens for spammy content and gives you a 
deliverability score before your email campaigns are sent, 
based on a combination of email length, image size, copy, 
and quality of links. 

Manage your Sending Volume Overtime
Send a consistent volume on a regular cadence to maintain 
your sender reputation

ISPs are on the lookout for suspicious activity which includes 
erratic spikes in sending volume. To maintain a healthy sender 
reputation, you should send approximately the same number 
of emails on a daily basis. Let’s say you have a weekly 
newsletter that you send to 800k subscribers every 
Wednesday. If you aren’t sending quality content to these 
800k subscribers every day, it’s best to break that down into 
chunks of 200k subscribers that you email 4x a week.

Due to content schedules and required timing, we know this 
isn’t always possible - if you can’t break up one large email 
over multiple days, your best bet is to have other campaigns 
to send out to smaller segments between your weekly 
campaign to mitigate the spikes.

It’s also important to ramp into high sending volumes, both 
for your domain and the IPs your emails are sent over. ISPs 
like to take it slow and steady when building a relationship 
with you as a sender (AKA playing the game of determining
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whether they’ll place your emails in inbox or spam). You want 
to prove that you deserve to send high volume email with 
good placement by ramping your volume overtime. Best 
practice is to start with a send of 2,000 subscribers and 
increase volume by 2x with each send on a daily basis. More 
on this coming up next. 

Key Takeaways Key Takeaways 
To build a strong sender reputation, you need a holistic email 
strategy centered around consistently sending good emails 
your subscribers engage with. Consider the following best 
practises: constantly prune your list, set up welcome and 
winback automations, send targeted and relevant emails 
by segmenting, design emails for engagement, and manage 
your sending volume overtime.
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How to Warm Up A 
Subdomain

Now that you know how to build and maintain your sender 
reputation, what’s next? If you don’t have a subdomain setup, 
it’s time to do it. The following are guidelines to properly 
warm a new domain and maintain sending volume in order to 
build a strong sender reputation. 

Warm Up a New Subdomain the Right Way 

The best way to signal to ISPs that they should trust your new 
subdomain is to send to your most engaged subscribers first. 
These are your most active subscribers, and the most likely to 
engage with your emails from the get-go, which is exactly 
what ISPs are looking for. 

Your first send should be in the range of 2,000 to 5,000 
recipients. Over time, you can double the volume of sends at 
a regular cadence, while continuing to prioritize good 
engagement. Here’s what a basic warm up schedule looks 
like:
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•    First send: 2,500 contacts
•    Second send: 5,000 contacts
•    Third send: 10,000 contacts
•    Fourth send: 20,000 contacts
•    Fifth send: 30,000 contacts
•    Sixth send: 45,000 contacts etc.

Best practice is to drop down to increases of 1.5x once the 
send volume crosses 20,000 recipients. Engagement typically 
starts to drop at this point, as you begin to send to less 
engaged subscribers, which ISPs may find suspicious (why it’s 
important to slow down your ramp). It’s also important to 
keep an eye on the performance of your first few sends, 
making sure to slow down ramp if you see engagement drop 
below 20% opens too quickly. If this happens, it may be 
necessary to rethink your email design and content. 

It’s also best to exclude recipients that haven’t engaged in a 
long time when you’re warming your new domain. These 
recipients are very unlikely to engage and sending to them 
will harm your reputation, especially when you’re starting to 
build a sender reputation from scratch. ISPs will learn early on 
to recognize your domain as sending unengaging blasts, thus 
placing your emails accordingly (e.g. in spam). 

Note, you’ll need to maintain your sending volume after initial 
ramp in order to keep your sender reputation healthy. If you 
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complete ramp, stop sending email (or send dramatically less 
volume on a regular basis), and try to start sending at a high 
volume again, ISPs will think this erratic behaviour is 
suspicious and ding your deliverability. It’s best to maintain a 
consistent sending cadence after ramp, but if you find 
yourself in this situation, just note that it’s best to ramp back 
up to your regular sending volume. 

How do you warm up properly if you need to 
send to your whole list?

It usually shakes out to running two ESPs until you’ve fully 
ramped your new subdomain in your new ESP, at which point 
you can drop the old one. A lot of the time, you want to leave 
your former ESP asap, as to not deal with building a ton of 
segments, exporting them, then re-importing them into your 
new ESP, all while incurring duplicate costs during the 
warmup period. 

Hive is the only email platform with an automated warm up 
and ramp maintenance feature. We care about improving 
your deliverability long-term, so we’ve made it hassle-free to 
implement proper warm up and ramp into your email 
strategy. Instead of having a limit on the emails you can send 
while ramping, auto warm up lets you send increasing email 
volume on your new subdomain while sending the remainder 
off of a shared @mail.hive.co domain that already has a 
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healthy reputation built. You can schedule and send emails 
like normal and Hive will take care of the rest behind-the-
scenes (including warm up segments with your highest 
engaged subscribers and splitting out the remaining 
subscribers on Hive’s shared domains).

4

Key Takeaways Key Takeaways 
Every subdomain has a separate sender reputation, making it 
crucial to warm up each one properly to signal to 
ISPs that they’re trustworthy. 
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What Hurts Your 
Deliverability?

Wondering why you’re experiencing a drop in deliverability? 
Here are a few common email mistakes senders miss when it 
comes to their email strategy: 

Blasting Your Whole List

We’ve already outlined how detrimental it is to send emails 
to your unengaged subscribers. Blasting your whole list is a 
surefire way for your emails to land in spam. There’s very little 
chance that your whole list will find the same email engaging, 
especially subscribers who already haven’t engaged for a 
while. If you continue to blast your whole list because you’re 
driven by absolute numbers (e.g. number of opens), it’s good 
to keep in mind that this decision will result in your emails 
landing in spam for your engaged subscribers too. 

The risk isn’t worth it. There are better ways to engage 
inactive subscribers that will lead to even higher absolute 
results, that won’t affect your long term deliverability 
negatively (like winback campaigns). 
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Sending Infrequent Big Blasts

ISPs think erratic sending behaviour is suspicious. Try to avoid 
random spikes in your sending behaviour - even a weekly 
send to 800k subscribers can be deemed suspicious if you 
aren’t regularly sending highly engaging emails to smaller 
lists.

Using an ESP That Doesn’t Take Care of their
Shared IPs 

Many email senders think their deliverability issues stem from 
using an ESPs shared IP system. This is only the case if your 
ESP is not properly managing their pool of shared IPs, 
allowing your deliverability to be negatively affected by bad 
actors (i.e. bad email senders) using the same ESP's shared 
IPs. Work with an ESP who properly screens out bad 
customers and prevents all customers from sending bad 
emails to bad recipients.

Switching to Dedicated IPs without Properly 
Maintaining Them 

Many email senders switch to dedicated IPs as a seemingly 
quick way to resolve deliverability issues. Switching to your 
own dedicated IPs brings on a slew of additional tasks you’d 
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need to manage, and introduces daily cadences and volume 
requirements most senders can’t keep up with. Deciding to 
switch to a dedicated IP when you don’t need to will open 
you up to more risk, tanking your deliverability in the process.

Sending Long Emails with Spammy Content 
and Too Many Links 

Emails that are more than 102 kb get clipped by ISPs like 
Gmail, making it harder for subscribers to see the full content 
of your email. ISPs also screen for suspicious words like free, 
help, fast cash, cheap, winner, and $$$. Your spam rating will 
also be negatively affected if you use a ton of links - make 
sure you’re focusing your customer’s attention on impactful 
CTAs. Avoid using un-reputable link shorteners (your emails 
will almost always be sent to spam if ISPs catch these).

Spam Traps 

Sending to even one spam trap or “honey pot” will instantly 
tank your reputation and cause deliverability problems. A 
spam trap is essentially an email address created by an ISP to 
catch spammers, and indicates to them that you’ve engaged 
in email address harvesting (an illegal act), or you have poor 
list hygiene practises. 
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Key Takeaways 

Blacklisted Domains

Appearing on just one of the leading blacklists is enough to 
get you blocked by some ISPs. Senders with low complaints, 
who don’t hit spam traps, and who send email consistently 
generally don’t get blacklisted. However, if you do get 
blacklisted, having a good sending reputation will help 
convince the blacklist administrator to remove your IPs from 
their list.

Key Takeaways 
It’s important to look out for these email marketing mistakes 
early on, as they will tank deliverability in the long term if left 
unnoticed. It’s best to implement changes in your email 
strategy for better deliverability sooner rather than later, as 
the longer you continue these bad practises, the harder it will 
be to repair your deliverability.
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Takeaways for Healthy 
Long-Term Deliverability

Instead of reiterating what we’ve covered throughout this 
guide, here’s an actionable checklist you can follow to help 
optimize your email strategy for long-term deliverability: 

Set up at least one subdomain

Properly warm up your new subdomain

Track your subscribers’ engagement levels

Set up a Welcome and Winback automation

Optimize your email designs for engagement

Regularly prune inactive subscribers from your list

Segment your subscribers in order to send 
targeted emails

Send consistent volume of good emails that get 
high engagement  

Manage your list hygiene by cleaning up invalid 
emails 
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Interested in how Hive can help 
your email deliverability? 

Reach out at sales@hive.co

http://bit.ly/hive-co
mailto:sales@hive.co


Helping you send smarter email, 
so you can sell more stuff.




